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Abstract: The identification and subsequent utilisation of regions of interest

within biometric sample images can provide useful information that can benefit

recognition performance. If a specific area of a biometric sample is data-rich in

terms of feature quantity or quality then these regions of specific interest can be

exploited, for example in terms of processing algorithm selection and information

weighting. Also, if intra-area stability/feature repeatability can be obtained a-priori

this information may be used to enhance biometric systems. The objective of the

work documented in this paper is to develop a best practice framework for the

utilisation of sub regions of interest within biometric signature images to enable an

optimisation of systems. Our hypothesis is that by sub-dividing a signature image,

information richness within sub-divisions can be exploited by weighting grid

zones. Signature images were divided using 14 experimental template patterns.

Using the GPDS-960 off-line signature corpus, the verification performance

achieved using each weighted method was compared against a non-gridded

baseline implementation. Significant improvements were noted for a number of the

defined grid zones indicating the potential for the approach.

1. Introduction

Automated biometric systems, wherein physical or behavioural characteristics of a

person are used for the purposes of identification (1:N matching) or verification (1:1

matching) are widely deployed for a wide range of applications [JP99]. Biometric

systems use a variety of modalities collected from different facets of human

characteristics. Selection of modalities is often of function of required security levels, the

required performance of the system in terms of accuracy and speed, the public

acceptance of the particular biometric modality and circumvention rates (how easily the

system can be fooled using fraudulent methods) [JP04]. Signature is an interesting case,

as although it is not as widely deployed as other modalities (for example face or

fingerprint) it has a high level of public acceptance, is non-invasive to the donor of the

sample, and is considered legally binding [IP08]. There are two main forms of

automated biometric signature recognition – online or dynamic, wherein constructional
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elements of the signature production are assessed, and offline or static where the image

of the completed signature is analysed.

In this paper, we will be exploring a method of improving upon the verification

performance of the offline signature images by defining and utilising regions of interest

within each image. The concept of regions of interest in biometric images is widely used,

particularly in fingerprint and iris recognition [IP08] [Pa03]. Poon et al [PWS04], while

working with palm prints, noted that different people will have vastly different palm

sizes, and therefore used a more dynamic approach towards defining a region of interest.

The region of interest is defined as the area where the maximum amount of information

is located [KB10] and in many cases the region of interest will be in similar inter-image

locations and of the same dimensions across different samples of different people [Bi08].

Signatures also differ greatly between different people, and as such exhibit very different

regions of interest. Pirlo and Impedovo [PI10] defined two areas of “Local Stability” in a

signature as the upper and lower contours of the signature, noting that the upper

produces more discriminant data than the lower. In our present work a novel approach is

suggested in which the regions of interest are defined on a subject-specific basis for

static signature samples. In this way, the selection and weighting of regions of interest

are dynamically modified according to the profile of each users’ signature shape and

size. Our hypothesis is that dynamic allocation will lead to an improvement in

verification accuracy. In assessing this method we wished to define a framework for the

treatment of signatures using regions of interest as a method of optimising systems.

Rico-Juan and Inesta [RI12] used a weighted classifier voting system to improve off-line

signature verification accuracy, and we have applied the weighted voting concept to

decisions for each sector the idea being that by dividing signature images into different

grid patterns which are then weighted, the optimal division and utilisation could be

determined and applied to enhance a signature verification scenario.

2. Experimental Procedure

In this section the concept of using grids to assess regions of interest in signature images

for biometric verification is explained, and furthermore the method for dividing

signatures into grids for verification is defined.

2.1 Datasets

Across the experimentation we have used signature data from the GPDS-960 dataset

offline dataset [BFV10]. This dataset contains 960 subjects’ signatures (300 of which

were randomly selected for these experiments) and for each subject 24 genuine and 30

forged signatures were collected using a standard ink pen. Each signature was scanned

from the original paper copy at a resolution of 300dpi. Forged signatures were collected
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by providing forgers with randomly selected static images of original signatures. The 30

forgeries for each subject were produced by 10 separate forgers from 10 different

genuine samples. The forgers were allowed to practise the signatures as many times as

required before submitting a sample.

The verification experimental procedure relied upon using disjoint training and testing

sets. 5 genuine images per person were initially used for enrolment/training, and this

number was later reduced to assess the impact on smaller enrolment sizes replicating the

commercial constraints of implementing such a system. The first 10 genuine images for

each subject were reserved for calculating the intra-subject weighting configuration, and

the rest of the genuine and forged images were kept for verification training and testing.

2.2 Gridding and Weighting Concept

Our hypothesis is that by dividing a signature image using a regularised grid structure,

the regions of information richness can be identified and utilised. Our experimental

methods used 14 different grid patterns wherein a bounding box was applied to each

individual signature and the grid pattern comprising a number of equally sized horizontal

and vertical divisions were applied Table 1 shows the gridding divisions applied to

signatures. The grid patterns were chosen to represent a range of variations on horizontal

and vertical sections. Figure 1 shows a signature with Grid Pattern 3 applied to it.

Figure 1: Signature image divided using Grid Pattern 3

Grid

Pattern

Number of

horizontal

Number of

vertical
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Identifier sections sections

1 2 1

2 2 2

3 3 2

4 3 3

5 4 2

6 4 3

7 4 4

8 5 3

9 5 4

10 6 3

11 6 4

12 7 3

13 7 4

14 8 3

Table 1: Horizontal and Vertical Grid Definitions

Each grid structure was applied in turn to each individual signature to form a series of

regions. The grid sections were given a weighting based on their projected stability

calculated by examining each section of the signature in an average taken from the 10

genuine images that were reserved for this purpose. The first step in the weighting

process was to find the number of black pixels (i.e. foreground pixels representing

signature data) in each grid sector. The grid sectors were then ordered from lowest

number of pixels to highest.

The sector with the lowest number of pixels was given the weighting value of 1. The

next sector was given the weighting value of 2, and so on, up to the number of sectors

present in the current grid pattern. For the image above, as the image is divided into 6

sectors, the sector with the lowest number of pixels would be given the value of 1 and

the sector with the highest number of pixels would be given the value of 6.

2.3 Verification Method

The verification system used for these experiments is based upon a method proposed by

Kumar et al [KKS10]. First, signature images were prepocessed by normalising for both

scale and rotation. Next, a 7x7 pixel morphological opening (morphological erosion,

followed by morphological dilation) was performed using the below equation (Equation

1)
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where A is the 7x7 pixel window of the signature and B is the structuring element, in this

case a 7-bit binary number (‘1111111’), used as a sliding window. The binary number

was chosen by testing all 2
7
combinations on a small sample set of 20 subjects to identify

the optimal setting in terms of verification accuracy. All combinations of window size

were also tested, but as was suggested in [KKS10] 7x7 is the optimal window size to

give maximum verification performance. Having applied this opening, the number of

remaining foreground pixels in each row was calculated, resulting in a feature vector

comprising one feature for each row of the image. Feature vectors for each signature

image were created for all genuine and forged signatures of an individual. To enable a

comparison vector-pairs were size-normalised to ensure that they were the same length.

This was done by interpolating a smaller vector to match the size of the larger vector

(equivalent to an enlargement of the smaller signature image)...

To assess verification performance, genuine signature images in the dataset was divided

into disjoint enrolment, verification (probe images) and grid weight configuration sets,

the latter being described above in Section 2.2. 5 genuine images per subject were used

for enrolment, 10 for weighting, with the remaining 9 genuine images used for

verification. For error rate calculation the first 9 forged images per subject were used.

Verification performance was established by independently comparing the feature vector

from a probe image against vectors from the 5 enrolment images. A distance was

calculated between the probe image and each of the enrolment images separately by

finding the absolute difference between each pair of points in the two vectors and then

calculating the mean of the resulting vector. An image pair with a distance greater-than

or equal-to a decision threshold was rejected as a forgery whilst an image pair with a

difference lower than the threshold was accepted as being genuine. The decision

threshold was dynamically defined for each individual, by examining the differences

between the feature vectors for the 5 different enrolment samples from the same subject.

The mean and standard deviation of the absolute differences between the enrolment

samples were calculated, and these two numbers were multiplied together. This was

found to be the threshold that would give the best verification accuracy rate across the

dataset. Assessing the distances separately across the 5 enrolment images, a majority

decision was taken, i.e. if 3 or more images were determined to be forgeries, the probe

image was deemed a forgery, and if 3 or more were determined to be genuine, the probe

image was deemed genuine.

Implementing the above system without introducing a grid structure (i.e. treating the

signature image as a global entity) provided a baseline results against which gridding

performance could be compared.
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2.4 Experimental Gridding System

Our experimental gridding system can be described in four stages, as shown in Figure 2.

Firstly, each signature image was gridded using the process described in Section 2.2.

Each grid section was treated as a separate sub-image. Next, each grid section from a

verification image was compared with its corresponding grid section and the enrolment

image of the claimed identity. The verification system either accepted or rejected each

sector of the image by applying the method described above to each individual grid

sector. The weight for each person was then calculated and each decision was then

combined with its corresponding weight (‘Weighting Process’). For example, if a sector

had a decision of accept (1) and a weight of 3, the weighted decision would be 3. If the

sector was rejected, the decision would be -1, making the weighted decision -3. Once the

decisions for all sectors were combined with their weights, they were combined using

the equation below (Equation 2). This gave a final decision score that took into account

the information-richness in each grid section, and therefore would possibly lead to a

more accurate verification result.

Probe Signature

Image
Gridding Process

Verification

System
Weighting Process

Grid Section 1

Grid Section 2

Grid Section n

Decision 1

Decision 2

Decision n

Final

Decision

Enrolment

Signature Images
Gridding Process

Grid Section 1

Grid Section 2

Grid Section n

Figure 2: Block diagram of the proposed system
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(Eq. 2)

where n is the number of grids under investigation, decisioni is the outcome of the

decision making process as to whether the signature is genuine or forged (1 = genuine, -

1 = forgery) in the i-th grid, and weighti is the score assigned to the i-th grid based on the

data richness of that specific grid section. If the final decision score is above zero, the
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verification result is an acceptance. If the final decision is below zero, the verification

result is a rejection.

3. Results

The equal error rate of the unmodified verification system used for these experiments,

without implementing our gridding system, was 23.1%, so this provided a baseline on

which improvements could be monitored. Initially, all of the grid patterns discussed in

Section 2.2 were tested to evaluate the overall performance of each pattern. Table 2

shows the equal error rates obtained applying the different grid structures.

Grid

Pattern

Identifier

EER %

1 18.80

2 18.70

3 14.90

4 13.70

5 17.71

6 17.59

7 19.13

8 19.54

9 20.14

10 21.86

11 19.00

12 19.98

13 20.66

14 19.70

Table 2: All grid patterns - weighted by person

It can be seen from Table 2 that the error rate can be reduced by implementing our

weighted-gridding methodology. However, it must be noted that performance started to

deteriorate consistently after Grid Pattern 6, so subsequent experiments were conducted

only using the first 6 grid patterns.
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In assessing the performance of assigning weights to grid areas we assessed two

independent strategies. Firstly we wanted to assess whether the weighting of the

signatures could be applied across all subjects (i.e. there was significant inter-subject

stability in area weight assignments to ensure performance enhancement) – we labelled

the ‘Generic Weight’ strategy. Secondly, we adopted a strategy were weights were

assigned to each individual independently – labelled the ‘Person Specific’ strategy.

Table 3 shows the error rates for the first 6 grid patterns weighted generically and using

the person specific method. It was noted that the person specific method performed

significantly better in most cases.

Grid

Pattern

Identifier

EER %(Generic

Weight)

EER % (Person

Specific)

1 18.80 18.80

2 18.70 18.70

3 16.10 14.90

4 14.41 13.70

5 28.23 17.71

6 28.60 17.59

Table 3: Grids 1-6 weighted generically and per person

These experiments were initially performed using 5 training samples per person.

However, in a real world scenario, taking this many enrolment samples may be

prohibitively time consuming, particularly for use in large scale applications. Therefore,

in order to improve the usability of the system, tests were performed using fewer training

images for enrolment. Table 4 shows the results for the first 6 grid patterns when the

number of enrolment images was reduced. The experiments were performed using

person specific weighting only, as this showed a much higher accuracy rating than the

generic weighting method.

While these results are still, for the most part, an improvement upon those produced

using the baseline system, there is a significant drop in accuracy between these results

and those that used 5 enrolment images. The worst affected were Grid Patterns 3 and 4,

which had previously shown the best results. This may be due to the fact that smaller

sections would be slightly less robust to minor changes between images and would

therefore require more enrolment images to overcome this deficiency. As such, if the

system was being used in a scenario in which a smaller number of enrolment images was

required, while it is still worthwhile to use our system as the error rates are still lower
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than those of an unmodified system, Grid Pattern 2 produces the optimal performance. If

the system usability was still acceptable when using 5 enrolment images, Grid Pattern 4

would be optimal.

Grid

Pattern

Identifier

EER 1

Image

Enrolment

(%)

EER 2

Image

Enrolment

(%)

EER 3

Image

Enrolment

(%)

EER 4

Image

Enrolment

(%)

1 20.70 20.70 20.70 20.70

2 18.99 18.48 18.48 18.48

3 23.20 22.95 19.38 19.37

4 23.09 22.83 20.20 19.86

5 29.21 33.44 34.30 39.22

6 23.78 25.40 28.03 30.45

Table 4: Weighted System with Fewer Enrolment Images

While these results are still, for the most part, an improvement upon those produced

using the baseline system, there is a significant drop in accuracy between these results

and those that used 5 enrolment images. The worst affected were Grid Patterns 3 and 4,

which had previously shown the best results. This may be due to the fact that smaller

sections would be slightly less robust to minor changes between images and would

therefore require more enrolment images to overcome this deficiency. As such, if the

system was being used in a scenario in which a smaller number of enrolment images was

required, while it is still worthwhile to use our system as the error rates are still lower

than those of an unmodified system, Grid Pattern 2 produces the optimal performance. If

the system usability was still acceptable when using 5 enrolment images, Grid Pattern 4

would be optimal.

4. Conclusions

By dividing signatures into regions of interest, and weighting them based on the data

richness of each region, our aim was to improve system accuracy of off-line signature

verification by giving a higher level of decision contribution to areas containing a larger

quantity of features. In undertaking our experiments we have used a standard off-line

verification algorithm. Although this may not produce state-of-the-art baseline

performance it does provide a rate against which improvements can be monitored.
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Pirlo and Impedovo [PI10] assessed local stability as a method for this, however we

found that although this data was backed up by our research, the regions of interest were

variable between different individuals – as shown by the fact that it was found that this

system is particularly effective when weights are assigned on a case by case basis,

although assigning weights across the entire population also yielded better results than

the unmodified system. When the weights are assigned on a Person Specific basis, the

error rate of a signature system with a baseline error rate of 23.1% can be reduced in

some cases to as low as 13.7%.

14 different grid patterns were tested, but those that divided a signature into more

sections than a 3x3 pattern had a significant drop-off in accuracy. In assessing why this

is the case it is hypothesised that the sections were divided into such small areas that

there was not enough information present in any one section to enable feature stability.

The first two patterns showed no improvement from the weighting being assigned per

person, whereas Grid Patterns 3 and 4 showed not only a significant improvement from

the weighting being assigned per person, but also a significant improvement on the

original error rate of the system.

While signatures with a smaller verification enrolment training set still performed better

than the baseline system when using the gridding concept, the performance dropped

substantially when compared with the system using the full 5 image per person training

set that was used for the initial experiments. As such, this system could be utilised with

less training images and would still improve performance, but for optimal results it is

better to have a larger training set.

In future work, signature metadata (for example, size or complexity) could be used to

determine which grid pattern will give optimal system performance for each individuals'

signature. Another study would be to use signatures of similar sizes (for example, those

constrained within a box) and a rigid grid structure of boxes of a certain size, to see how

the results would be affected. The application of this work to dynamic signature data

could also be examined, although the gridding and weighting process would create a

significant increase in processing time, which would have to be accounted for.

It would also be interesting to investigate how this system works with other databases,

particularly those using a different written language or alphabet.
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